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OE NUEVO MEXICO

ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE
HISTORICAL SOCIElY OF NEW MEXICO
HEADQUARTERS TO BE
SANTA FE HILTON INN
A Report by Jim Hamilton
The Conference Committee is pleased to announce that the 1982 annual
meeting will be held in the capital city of Santa Fe on April 15, 16, 17 and 18.
Headquarters for the conference is the Santa Fe Hilton Inn at 100 Sandoval,
to the south and to the west of the Plaza. Room reservations are now being accepted by the Hilton Inn at special conference rates. Registration and book
displays will be in the lobby and the adjoining hallway that services the conference and banquet facilities. All sessions as well as the luncheon and banquet will be held in the Hilton's conference and banquet rooms. The opening
reception for pre-registrants on Thursday, April 15 will begin at 6:30 p.m. at
Alfonso's located at 724 Canyon Road. The Old Santa Fe Association is
hosting this cash bar mixer. The following evening, from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m., the
Santa Fe Historical Society will host a reception at the Palace of the Gover"
nors for all registrants.
sponsor an autograph party for the
This year's conference features a
scholarly program of sixteen sesauthors whose books have been
published jointly under the new
sions with more than seventy
publications program: Dr. Robert
distinguished participants. Themes
for these sessions include, (in order
Frazer's Down the Chihuahua Trail
and Jacqueline Dorgan Meketa's
of scheduling, some concurrently),
Southwestern Museums, HistorioLouis Felsenthal; Citizen-Soldier of
graphy, Railroad History, SouthTerritorial New Mexico. Following
western Arts and Artists, Material
the session on books, from 4:00 to
Culture - New Mexico's Visible
5:30 p.m. on Saturday, April 17, the
Heritage, Land Grant Studies, DifSociety will hold its annual Book
Auction. This year's auction coorferent Methods in Unraveling New
dinator, Bart Barbour, has solicited
Mexico's Heritage, Late Nineteenth
Century New Mexico, A Heritage of
and received fine quality history
Cultures, Information Exchange for
titles from members and book
dealers -t hroughout the state. We "
Local Societies,- Spanish Colonial
hope that everyone will attend and
New Mexico, Biography of New
Mexican Figures, New Mexicana,
join in the spirit of the auction and
New Mexican Legacies, Developing
bid generously on these titles. Lists
Materials for Teaching Local Hisof books to be auctioned will be
tory in Secondary Schools, and
given to all registrants. Another
Books and Booksellers. This wide
fund-raising and promotional venrange of session topics is in response
ture important' to the Society's
treasury is the annual conference
to suggestions by members that the
poster. This year's whimsical image
conference serve the diverse interests of the Society's cosmopoliof a stage robbery at the by-gone
tan membership. More than ever
Tiffany Saloon in Cerrillos will make
before, sessions and individual
a most appropriate addition to the
papers will address such themes as
past three conference posters. All
museum studies; material culture;
posters remain in print and can be
book collecting, writing and
purchased individually or at a reduced price as a set.
publishing; secondary education and
the teaching of history; historioThe Conerence Committee has
planned another outing - this year
graphy: ethnicity and much, much
more. Typifying this year's new proa tour of Glorieta Battlefield guided
gramming is a special session
by Dr. Don Alberts, a recognized
authority on the subject, from 9:00
designed as an information exhange
and clearing house for ideas on how
a.m. to noon on Sunday April 18.
the Society and local societies can
This tour of the "Gettysburg of the
better serve each other and their
West" seems a fitting conclusion to
respective members.
activities for the 1982 annual conThe Conference Committee also
ference. Be advised that seating on
has scheduled special activities of
the tour bus is limited to fortyboth a social and scholarly nature. A
seven, so sign up early.
And finally, an appeal by the Conluncheon on Friday, April 16 features our President, Albert
ference Committee is extended to all
members to attend and participate
Schroeder, speaking on "The Interesting '80s." The annual banquet
in the annual business meeting. All
members and history enthusiasts
on the following evening of Friday,
April 17 features the Cultural Proare urged to attend all other conperties Review Committee Annual
ference functions as well. Your participation and purchase of Society
Awards and a tongue-in-cheek adpublications makes possible present
dress on the "European Precursors
to the Discovery of the New World"
and future programs. Remember
by the ever-popular Dr. Ferenc
that the Society is a cultural asset of
the State of New Mexico that reSzasz of UNM's History Departmente
ceives no state revenues. Your
For bibliophiles, the Conference
private support of the Society's
functions and your tax deductible
Committee has secured more than
contributions are essential for the
one dozen publishers and book
dealers to display their titles. From
very survival of the Historical Society of New Mexico. Quietly make his10:30 to 11:45 a.m. on Friday, April
tory by preserving it. J.M.
16 the Society and the University of
New Mexico Press are proud to

INFORMATION ON 1982 HSNM CONFERENCE POSTER
The photograph selected for the 1982 Annual Conference poster is an image
depicting a "mock hold-up " from the extensive Photo Archives of the
Museum of New Mexico's History Bureau. The photographer is Harry C.
Yontz and the image was staged in the old Tiffany Saloon in Cerrillos, New
Mexico, ca. 1899.
This is the fourth poster of a series beginning in 1979. Each poster features
a historical photograph and is a limited edition. The first poster featured an
unloaded salt train of burros in Santa Fe. The second image in 1980 was
"Cowboys Going to Dinner," and last year featured the "Rio Grande Hotel"
. in Las Cruces. This year's poster is the series' first interior shot and features a
saloon recently burnt down.
Your purchase of these collector-item posters will enhance both your personal collection and the Historical Society of New Mexico. Poster sales is but
one source of income for HSNM. The poster is a form of historical, if not
aesthetic, recreation. Obviously, HSNM appreciates your purchase.
Effective last January 1, poster prices went up to $10.00 each (with tube) or
$11.00 mailed anywhere in the United States. The full set sells for a special
price of $35.00 or a dollar discount for two or three posters. Obviously,
because these are limited editions, they will appreciate with time. This is
reflected in their price which even HSNM had to increase after three years.

RR Historians. What train is this? Winner (or winners) to be announced, and
prize awarded, at Annual Conference Banquet.

RAILROAD HISTORY TO BE HIGHLIGHTED
AT THE ANNUAL MEETING OF
THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO
A special session devoted to
various topics of the history of
railroads in New Mexico is to be
presented at the annual meeting of
the Historical Society of New Mexico in Santa Fe, April 15-18, 1982.
This is a new program which has
been added to the other topics included in that annual meeting.
Dr. Spencer Wilson, professor of
history at New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology at Socorro,
and a member of the board of directors of the society, in collaboration
with Don Heath, a free-lance photographer from Albuquerque, will lead
off with a dissolve slide presentation
entitled "Revolution by Rail ; An Illustrated Talk." This program
depicts the coming of the railroad to
New Mexico and the impact on life
in the territory.

Mr. Ernie Robart represents one
of the principle groups of dedicated
individuals who preserved the narrow gauge railroad at Chama and
has kept alive the interest in railroad history.
Mr. William J. Lock is an Albuquerque attorney who has devoted a
great deal of time and effort in
specializing on the spectacular
lumber and tourist railroad that ran
from Alamagordo to Cloudcroft, the
Sacramento Mountain Railroad.
The program will be followed by a
discussion and question and answer
session with particular emphasis on
the impact of the coming of the
railroad. "Revolution by Rail" was
sponsored by the New Mexico
Humanities Council, an affiliate of
the National Endowment for the
Humanities. S.W.

BOOK AUCTION
TO BEHELD
AT ANNUAL
CONFERENCE

pre-publication orders. The publications effort is an important aspect of
the HSNMs on-going programs and
it is therefore critical that we stress
the value of support from within the
membership of the Society.
The book auction coordinator,
Barton Barbour, would like to
receive any donations of books
relating to the history and culture of
the Southwest, and New Mexico in
particular. Since the conference date
is rapidly approaching, it is suggested that donors may bring books
for auction to the registration desk
at the conference, where a repository
will be provided. Books received at
the conference after Thursday, April
15, may not be auctioned this year,
but will be used as a core for next
year's auction. A catalog of auction
material will be included in the
registration packets at the conference, and the books will be
available for inspection by prospective buyers during the day of the
auction.
Remember that your tax-free
donations will be used to promote
the Society's fine publications program, and will help to make this
year's book auction an exciting and
memorable event. Please send books
and/or correspondance relative to
the auction to:
Barton Barbour
235 Irvine Street
Santa Fe, N.M. 87501
(505) 988-4604

The Historical Society of New
Mexico's annual conference for 1982
will feature a book auction to be held
at the Hilton Inn, Santa Fe. The auction is scheduled for Saturday, April
17, from 4:00 to 5:30 P.M . In past
years the book auction has been a
highlight of the conference and this
year we have an especially fine selection of books. Among the books for
auction are: 1) A full run of the New
Mexico Historical Review,
minimum bid of $200.00; 2) Senate
Executive Document 7; Emory,
W.H., Notes of a Military Reconnoissance From Fort Leavenworth,
in Missouri, to San Diego, in California, 1848. 3) Bancroft, H.H.;
History ofArizona and New Mexico,
1889.
The proceeds from the auction will
be channeled into the Society's ambitious publication program, which
includes a forthcoming work by J acqueline Dorgan Meketa entitled
Louis Felsenthal; Citizen-Soldier of
Territorial New Mexico, as well as
an upcoming work by one of the
foremost historians of the Civil War
in the Southwest, Darlys Miller.
Robert W. Frazer's book, Down the
Chihuahua Trail; recently published
through a joint agreement between
the HSNM and UNM Press, is selling very well, and received many
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BOOK RELEASE
LOUIS FELSENTHAL,
CITIZEN-SOLDIER OF
TERRITORIAL
NEW:MEXICO
By

Jacque1ine Dorgan Meketa
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To Santa Fe in 1858 came a young
Prussian Jew, Louis Felsenthal, who
hoped to share in the profitable
trade carried on in the city. The
United States had established the
New Mexico Territory in 1851, and
Santa Fe was its commercial,
legislative, judicial, and military
center. Felsenthal spent forty years
in the Territory, and in this
biography of the man and his times
we have a fascinating and detailed
account of day-to-day life in
business, politics, law, and soldiering in the Territorial period.
Felsenthal was representative of
the hundreds of New Mexicans who,
in their unheralded lives, brought

2
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order and progress to the West. He
was not a prime mover in history
but rather one of the many whose
deeds helped close the frontier of the
American West: a courageous U nion
officer who twice raised a volunteer
infantry company and defended the
Santa Fe Trail against marauding
Indians, a legal and commercial
clerk noted for his felicity in various
languages, a friend and associate of
many leading New Mexicans of his
day, a collector keenly interested in
history, and a founding member of
the Historical Society of New
Mexico.
Jacqueline Meketa's meticulous
work as a historian-detective among
archival records enabled her to
assemble this richy detailed portrait
of the the personality, thought, and
temperament of Louis Felsenthal.
All who are interested in New Mexico's past will welcome this
biography.
Jacqueline Meketa is a free-lance
historian who is co-author with her
husband of a book on the First Infantry New Mexico Volunteers in
Arizona.
March 1982, 200 pages, illustrated, 61/8 x 91/4; cloth: -0619-5,
$15.95; paper: -0604-7, $8.95.
Published in cooperation with the
Historical Society of New Mexico.
Order from: University of New
Mexico Press, Albuquerque, N.M.
87131. D
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CONFERENCE
PROGRAM

CORRECTION
The Conference tour of Glorieta
Battlefield will take place on Sunday, April 18 as stated in the program, not on "Saturday" as misprinted in the pre-registration slip
enclosed with programs sent to
members. D

JOHN GREGORY BOURKE
by Luke Lyon

Lt. John Gregory Bourke, u.s. Army, 1875. By Bradley and Rulofson, San
Francisco, Huntington Library no. 1145.
One hundred and one years ago,
U.S. Army officer Lt. John Gregory
Bourke visited Zuni Pueblo three
times. He spent a total of three
weeks in the village. Bourke was a
dedicated and consummate diarist.
The sections of his diary pertaining
to Zuni contain almost 70,000
words, an average of just under
3,000 words for each day he spent at
Zuni. Unfortunately for ethnohistorians, only about 15% of Bourke's
observations on Zuni are available in
the published literature. The bulk of
his writings on Zuni are, as yet, unpublished, and they offer a wealth of
information on the Zunis of one hundred years ago and their interactions with Anglos, Mormons, ethnologists, the U.S. Government, and
Indians from other tribes.
Of all the things Bourke was diarist, ethnologist, folklorist, friend
of imprisoned Apaches, recipient of
the Congressional Medal of Honor
- he was throughout his life a professional U.S. Army officer. Born in
Philadelphia on June 23, 1846, of
Irish-Catholic parents, he attended a
Jesuit school. Falsifying his age,
Bourke enlisted in 1862 in the Union
Army as a private in the Pennsylvania Volunteers. He was awarded
the Medal of Honor in 1887 for his
actions during the battle of Stone
River, Tenn., Dec. 31, 1862 - Jan. 1,
1863. Discharged in 1865, Bourke
was appointed a cadet at the
Military Academy upon the recommendation of General George H.
Thomas. After graduation in 1869,
Bourke was assigned to the 3rd U.S.
Calvalry and ordered to duty at Fort
Craig, New Mexico. (The ruins of
Fort Craig are about 30 miles south
of Socorro.)
Sometime during 1870, Bourke
started writing his diary, a task he
performed almost daily until his
death in Philadelphia on June 8,
1896. The Diary contains 20,000

pages, bound in 126 pocket-sized,
41/2 by 71/2 inch, volumes. Unfortunately the volumes describing his
first years in the Southwest were
stolen; otherwise his personal comments and observations of 26 years
of service in the U.S. Army are
intact.
In September 1871, Bourke was
appointed aide-de-camp to General
George Crook, commanding the Department of Arizona. Bourke admired Crook 's methods of pacifying
hostile Indian tribes and accompanied Crook on trips throughout
the Southwest. They visited the Moqui (Hopi) villages in October 1874,
and after this visit Bourke wrote his
first published article: "The Moquis
of Arizona." 1.
From 1875 - 1882, Crook was commanding the Department of the
Platte, Omaha, Neb., and Bourke
was again Crook's aide-de-camp.
Bourke's scientific interests developed during this period, particularly when he was serving with
Crook on the Ponca Commission and
met members of the U.S. Geological
Survey and the Bureau of Ethnology. Early in 1881, Bourke re quested an assignment to full-time
ethnological studies of the western
Indians. General Sheridan, commanding the Division of the
Missouri, recognized the need to
know more about the Indians living
within the area of his command. He
gave Bourke orders on March 26,
1881, to study the Indians south of
the Union Pacific Railroad. And this
is exactly what Bourke did for the
next year, traveling on the new and
still-under-construction railroads in
the Southwest. Where necessary, enlisted men drove Bourke in buckboards or U.S. Army ambulances to
where he wanted to go. From April
1881 to June 1882, Bourke made intensive studies of the Indian tribes
in the Division of the Missouri and

especially those in the Southwest.
The Diary for this period consists of
almost 300,000 words; about onefourth of this section of the Diary is
devoted to Zuni Pueblo. In July
1882, Crook and Bourke were again
assigned to the Department of
Arizona. There, Bourke participated
in the many problems and campaigns concerned with the Apaches,
and he continued his ethnological
studies of the various Apache
groups.
The history of what happened to
Bourke's diaries to date is, in itself,
an interesting story. Upon Bourke's
death in 1896, the Diary and
Bourke's correspondence, notes,
photographs, etc, became the property of his wife, Mary Bourke.
After Mrs. Bourke's death in the
1920s, the two daughters inherited
their father's writings. Mrs. Alexander (Bourke) Richardson gave
Bourke's correspondence, etc. to the
Nebraska State Historical Society:
Mrs. L.R. (Sarah Bourke) James had
the right to use the Diary for ten
years, and after that time the Diary
was to be deposited in the library of
the U.S. Military Academy at West
Point.
Through the intercession of E.L.
Hewett and of F.W. Hodge, who was
an acquaintance of Bourke, the
Diary was loaned by Mrs. James to
Lansing B. Bloom. The Diary was
sent to Bloom about 1929 when he
was a member of the history department of the University of New Mexico (UNM) and the editor of the New
Mexico Historical Review (NMHR).
Bloom was to extract from the
Diary those portions pertaining to
the Southwest and publish them in
NMHR. Bloom edited portions of
the Diary and published thirteen
articles in the NMHR under the title
"Bourke on the Southwest," starting with the January 1933 issue and
ending in the April 1938 issue."
Bloom's last article ended with the
Diary entry for Nov. 7, 1881, and
the phrase, To Be Continued. The
section of the Diary for the rest of
November 1881 covers Bourke's visits to Isleta del Sur Pueblo, south of
EI Paso, and his last and extensive
stay in Zuni Pueblo. We can only
speculate as to why Bloom did not
complete the series of articles. This
section of the Diary on Zuni was
very long and undoubtedly difficult
to edit, since Bourke was extremely
candid in his observations on the
Zuni, witchcraft, Mormons, missionaries, scientists from the Bureau
of Ethnology, etc. There is also a
possibility, after five years of articles on this subject in the NMHR,
that the editorial board of the
NMHR discouraged Bloom from
continuing the series." Bloom
deserves considerable credit for
making available for the last fortyplus years a part of the writings of
Bourke on the Southwest.
.Bloom retained possession of the
Diary from the late 1920s to early in
1936, when at the request of Mrs.
J ames he sent it to the Military
Academy." Before relinquishing the
Diary, Bloom had the entire Diary
photostated, defraying the costs
with funds from the UNM History
Department and probably from his
own personal resources. These
photostats are now bound in 126
volumes and occupy 12-15 feet of
shelf space in the Coronado Room of
UNM's Zimmerman Library. Volume 1 covers the period from Nov.
20, 1872 to April 8, 1873; volume
123 is for the period from April 12 to
June 8, 1896, the date of Bourke's
death; volumes 124, 125, and 126
have notes about the Tewa and

about the Apache language. All
volumes and page references in this
article are to the volumes at UNM
and not to the original volumes
located at West Point.
The next major use of the Diary
was by Col. Edwin Van Valkenburg
Sutherland who was Head of the
Department of English at the
United States Military Academy, in
the 1970s. In the 1950s, two
members of the English Department
at the USMA brought the existence
of the Diary to the attention of Dr.
MacEdward Leach, folklorist and
Professor of English, University of
Pennsylvania. At the time,
Sutherland was doing graduate
work at the University of Pennsylvania, and Leach assigned
Sutherland the task of extracting all
the anthropological and folklore
material from the Diary. Sutherland
presented the material in the form of
a dissertation, over 1500 pages in
length, to the Graduate School of
the University of Pennsylvania.
Copies of the dissertation are
available through University
Microfilms Limited." Sutherland
considered that he extracted and
edited only a minor portion of the
Diary - the bulk of the Diary is a
record of Bourke's life, his military
career, and includes his comments
on political and world affairs.
On April 27, 1881, 1st Lt. John
Gregory Bourke is at Fort Wingate,
New Mexico, and meets for the first
time Frank Hamilton Cushing, employee of the Bureau of Ethnology
and a resident of Zuni Pueblo since
the fall of 1879. 7 Bourke, as of this
date, has yet to study Zuni Pueblo,
and he wants to visit the pueblo
when Cushing is there and take advantage of Cushing's knowledge of
the Zunis. They arrange to meet at
Zuni later in the year.
During the first part of May,
Bourke goes to Omaha, Neb., his duty station at the time. He dines with
Miss Mary Horbach, whom he marries two years later. By the middle of
May he is back in New Mexico, continuing his study of the Indian
tribes.
First Zuni Visit: May 18·21, 1881
On the morning of May 18, 1881,
Bourke and his driver leave Fort
Wingate in a buck-board, driving
due south over the Zuni Mountains
to Zuni Pueblo. (One hundred years
later, a buck-board, a truck or a
4-wheel-drive vehicle is recommended for this 40-mile trip.)
Bourke stops at Nutria, a farming
village of the Zunis, and then goes
on to Zuni, arriving just before dark.
He meets Mr. Graham, the trader at
Zuni and Mr. Ealy, the Presbyterian
missionary. (N0 Catholic priests
were in residence at Zuni for a one
hundred year period starting in the
1820s). Frank Cushing wasn't present, but Bourke did meet Cushing's
brother E.L. Cushing. Bourke
describes both Nutria and Zuni and
learns that the Zuni still make
pilgrimages to the ocean. The next
day he visits the ruined Catholic
mission at Zuni and makes a small
watercolor sketch of the church." He
sees some albinos, a jackrabbit
hunt, a funeral, and a ceremony he
labels the Phallic Dance." He
describes the clans, caciques, Zuni
dress, courtship customs, and the
estufas (a Spanish word for kivas
but called kiwitsine at Zuni). On
May 21, he returns to Fort Wingate
and visits with Dr. Washington
Matthews, the post surgeon, who in
later years is a well-known ethnologist. There are about 12,000 words
in the Diary describing Bourke's

Patricio Pino (Zuni name is Pa-lo-wah-ti-wa or Ba:lawahdiwa in the modern
spelling). Patricio was governor of Zuni from the mid ¢870s to mid or late
1880s. Cushing lived with Patricio. John Gregory Bourke lived with Patricio
in November 1881. During the spring of 1882 in Washington, D.C. William
Curtis, a reporter of the Daily Inter Ocean (Chicago), described Patricio as a
tall; gaunt man, with large, dark eyes, a sharp nose and a melancholy mouth an Indian counterpart of Edwin Booth. Patricio was the son of Pedro Pino.
Ben Wittick photo. Photo Collections, Museum of New Mexico no. 16010.
first visit in Zuni, and Bloom
published most of them in the
NMHR. 1o
Bostonians/Ethnologists at Fort
Wingate: May 29, 1881.
Brig. Gen. (bvt) Luther P.
Bradley, officer commanding Fort
Wingate, had no idea that he and
Mrs. Bradley were going to have a
soiree on May 29. Throughout this
day, a polygenetic group collected at
the fort and gathered in the evening
at the Bradley's adobe house for an
impromptu party. Lt. John Gregory
Bourke, just back from a trip among
the Navajos, was at the party, talking with Dr. Washington Matthews,
a specialist on Navajo culture.
Frank Cushing and the Zuni governor were also at the party - these
two had been busy all day at Fort
W inga te packing archeological
specimens to be sent to the Smithsonian. The Zuni governor was
known by the Spanish name Patricio
Pino. His Zuni name was Pa-lo-wahti-wa; the modern spelling of the
name is Ba:lawahdiwa. Cushing lived with the governor. Patricio insisted that Cushing eat Zuni food,
learn the Zuni language and dress as
a Zuni. Patricio adopted Cushing as
his younger brother.
Two visiting Bostonians were also
at General Bradley's party: Sylvester Baxter and Willard Metcalf,
who were on their first western tour.
Baxter, 31, was on the staff of the
Boston Herald. Metcalf, his 22 yearold companion, was an artistillustrator. They were on their way
to see Zuni Pueblo. For them, the
end of the railroad line in May 1881
was Wingate Station - just a
freight car pulled on to a siding,
with room for a telegraph operator.
From there on west the construction
crews were still making railroads

and laying rails of the Atlantic and
Pacific Railroad.
Baxter sent long stories back to
the Herald every few days. Boston
was interested in the West; after all,
Boston money controlled the Santa
Fe Railroad, the parent company of
the A & P. Baxter's stories were full
of the local color and vernacular; and
one of his stories was about the Zuni
and the party at General Bradley's
adobe house on May 29, 1881. 11
Bourke also described the party:
"Mr Cushing read us some poetry in
the Zuni language, an invocation to
the spirit of the antelope, showing
rhyme, rhythm and melody. Patricio
said that it was a song...he sang in
a sweet voice ...Mr. Cushing told us
that some of the prayers of the Zunis
are so old that the words have dropped out of the language of everyday
life... "1 2 Cushing, a year later, also
describes Patricio's song in an interview with a reporter from a Washington, D.C. newspaper." Bradley's
party was well documented.
Willard Leroy Metcalf, the artist
with Baxter, became a well-known
landscape and figure painter. From
the sketches he made on this trip to
Zuni, he later illustrated magazine
articles dealing with the pueblo. 14
His original painting of a Zuni
kachina dance, The Dance of the
Great Knife, is at the Fine Arts
Museum, Museum of New Mexico,
Santa Fe, NM.
But the significance of General
Bradley's party was the gathering
together of these virtual strangers
- the principals who set in motion
events leading to a highly publicized
journey to the East of six Zuni
leaders and Frank Cushing in the
spring of 1882. 15 In anticipation of
this trip, Baxter concludes his
Boston Herald article with: " Mr.
Cushing hopes to be able to bring

3

Frank H. Cushing in his Zuni clothes. Photograph taken in March 1882 in
Boston, Mass., by James Wallace Black. Photo Collections, Museum of New
Mexico, no. 9147
four or five of the principal men of
Zuni east with him when he returns
to Washington, and show them the
homes of what they regard as the
loftiest and most perfect type of
man, the Eastern American, the
men of the Rising Sun... " The Zunis
must have reconsidered their opinions when in December 1882 some
of these lofty and perfect Eastern
Americans tried to claim title to
Zuni land.".
Bourke on the Zunis and Cushing:
June 14-15, 1881
Bourke returned to his headquarters in Omaha in early June and
filed three newspaper stories in the
Omaha and Chicago papers. The
stories present a general description
of Zuni and eulogize Cushing's work
- the descriptions are, of course,
based on Bourke's observations.
There are a total of about 2300
words in the three articles. 17
Bourke at Zuni: September 2-4, 1881
Throughout July and the early
part of August, Bourke toured all
the northern Indian pueblos in New
Mexico. He attended the August 4,
1881, feast day at Santo Domingo
Pueblo. Bourke and the artist Peter
Moran observe and sketch the Corn
Dance at Santa Domingo. From
there they go by train to Fort
Wingate. On August 7, Bourke,
Peter Moran, and Bourke's friend
Tom Kearn leave for the Moqui villages. General Bradley provides a
couple of enlisted men, an ambulance and mules for Bourke's trip
to the Moqui. They see the Snake
Dance at Walpi on August 12. This
dance and the Corn Dance at Santo
Domingo are the basis of Bourke's
first book, The Sanke-Dance of the
Moquis of Arizona. IS
Bourke and Moran make a swing
through the Apache country, and on
4

September 2 they arrive at Zuni,
coming up from Fort Apache on
their way to Fort Wingate. They
just miss by two days an Apache attack on Fort Apache. There is
Apache trouble over a large area of
Arizona. Cushing is delayed in his
return to Zuni from visiting the
Havasupai in the Grand Canyon.
Again, Bourke and Cushing miss being together at Zuni at the same
time.
Bourke and Moran arrive at Zuni
about noon on September 2, 1881.
They meet the Bureau of Ethnology
survey team. Bourke describes the
interior of Zuni estufas. He greets
his friend Pedro Pino; Pedro's Zuni
name is Lai-iu-ah-tsai-lu and he is
about eighty years old. For about
thirty years, 1840s-1870s, Pedro
was governor of Zuni. Pedro describes a buffalo hunt he participated in on the plains of eastern
New Mexico c.1830s. He talks about
the Moqui Snake Dance and their
snake medicine. Pedro professes to
know nothing about Esteven Estevan was the negro or Moor who
was part of Fray Marcos de Niza 's
expedition of 1539 and was killed by
the Zunis. Bourke records the
genealogy of Pedro Pino.
September 3, 1881. Bourke describes how the Zunis keep track of
the movements of the sun. He
discusses Zuni dances with Pedro
Pino, and Pedro says they never let
the Mexicans see their religion.
Bourke states his philosphy about
recording in his diary the things he
sees: "I have never polluted these
pages, altho' intended for the perusal of no one but myself and intimate friends, with facts which had
to be extracted from beneath the
surface; where they are patent over and above board - they belong
of right to the domain of science and

literature and those who are too
prudish to read have the privilege of
closing the book."
Bourke and Moran leave for Fort
Wingate on September 4. There are
about 8,000 words in the Diary
describing this brief visit at Zuni."
Bloom did not use any portion of
this visit in his articles. Several
times Bourke refers to Moran making sketches during this month-long
tour they made together. For some
reason Bourke did not make use of
any of Moran's sketches to illustrate
the Moqui book. Until recently very
few people knew the location of
Moran 's sketches. They now form
part of the permanent collection at
the Roswell Art Museum and were
donated by the late Senator Clinton
P. Anderson."
Bourke at Zuni: Nov. 16 to Dec. 1,
1881
Immediately after Bourke left
Zuni on September 4, he goes to
Chicago to report on the Apache
troubles to Lt. General Sheridan. By
the end of September, he is once
again in New Mexico visiting the
Navajo, the Hopi and several of the
Indian pueblos along the Rio
Grande. He plans to visit Zuni
Pueblo in late November to be there
with Cushing during the Shalako
ceremony. Bourke writes approximately 48,000 words in his Diary,
describing this third visit of his to
Zuni Pueblo."
November 16,1881. Accompanied
by a couple of enlisted men as
drivers, Bourke leaves Fort Wingate
for Zuni. In the late afternoon, he arrives at Zuni as a dance is in progress. He dines with Col. James
Stevenson, Frank Cushing and Victor Mindeleff - all members of the
Bureau of Ethnology expedition. He
sees Matilda Coxe Stevenson and
her collection of fetishes. Bourke
hires Pedro Pino as interpreter.
Bourke establishes residence with
Patricio Pino, the current governor
of Zuni and the son of Pedro. He obtains a long mythological account of
the origin of the Navajo.
November 17, 1881. Bourke gives
the composition of the sacred meal
used at Zuni. He pressures Pedro
Pino to talk about the possibility
that human sacrifice and the Snake
Dance were practiced among the
Pueblo Indians at the time of first
contact with the Spaniards. Cushing
and Bourke see a Urine Dance drinking of urine, mockery of
Catholics." Leaders of the tribe call
on Bourke in private and inquire
about how important Cushing is to
the Great Father in Washington.
Nov. 18, 1881. Bourke purchases a
sacred blanket and looks at a collection of artifacts that Col. Stevenson
is assembling for the Smithsonian.
Pedro Pino shows Bourke a collection of letters and U.S. treaties that
Pino has collected, dating back to
1848 23 Bourke visits an estufa. After
dark the Coyamashe (M udhead
clowns, modern spelling Ko.yernshi]
announce the dates of the approaching season of solemnity, the
Shalako ceremonies and the time of
the ceremonies at the winter
solstice. Bourke obtains the clan
names of the Zuni and the Moqui.
He has a long talk with Pedro Pino
and others on the Mormon
situation." Mormons told the Zuni
that the Great Father in Salt Lake is
greater than the Great Father in
Washington. Bourke comments on
what night owls the Zuni are.
Nov. 19, 1881. The Zuni explain to
Cushing and Bourke how they make
astronomical measurements to
determine the equinox and solstice.
Bourke looks at the Smithsonian

collection. More about Mormons. He
describes the preparation of mutton
stew. Bourke argues, with himself,
that Indian pottery with a fired
glaze has not been found as yet.
Pedro Pino recites the origin myth
of the Coyamashe clowns and gives
each of their names. Bourke explains
how a knotted rope is used as a
calendar.
Nov. 20, 1881. Pedro Pi no talks
about the U.S.-Mexico War, Zuni
habits of taking scalps, and about
Mountain Men visiting Zuni. 25 The
Caciques discover that the date set
for the winter solstice ceremonies
was calculated incorrectly. Nanaje,
a Moqui married into the Zuni tribe,
saw Bourke at the Moqui Snake
Dance in August. Nanaje tells
Bourke that the Moqui were upset
by Bourke's note taking, sketching,
and his presence in the kiva. Bourke
compares the Masonic Order to the
secret societies of the Zuni and
Moqui.
Nov. 21,1881. Bourke looks at the
Smithsonian collection. He visits
the silversmith. He describes
women grinding corn as men sing.
Bourke gives more details on the
calendar stick. Nanaje, the Moqui,
tells Bourke details of the Moqui
snake medicine and the snake
ceremonies; Bourke gives him
presents.
Nov. 22, 1881. Bourke lists items
that are common to the cultures of
the Pueblo, Aztec and Toltec
peoples. He visits the silversmith the bracelet he ordered is not ready.
Bourke reads Stevenson's catalog of
the Smithsonian collection. Cushing
gives Bourke several presents fetishes, kick sticks, etc. During the
night, Cushing points out the small
fires to the south of the pueblo, announcing the coming of the masked
Gods (a part of the Shalako
ceremony).
Nov. 23, 1881. Bourke writes
about Pueblo pottery. Again he
visits the silversmith and gives a
complete description of equipment
and techniques used. His bracelet is
ready. Pedro Pino relates to Bourke
the myth of "when the world was
born." Nayuchi, Chief Priest of the
Bow, exchanges presents with
Bourke and calls Bourke a companion fighting "man. Bourke compares
scatological rites at Zuni with those
in Europe.
Nov. 24, 1881. Wonderful
weather. Zuni leaders want and demand that Cushing marry into the
tribe. They are nervous because
Cushing knows so much about their
secret orders, and they seek to bind
him to the tribe. A girl is chosen to
be Cushing's bride. Cushing wriggles out of a commitment to marry
the girl. The Americans staying at
Zuni have a special Thanksgiving
meal. Bourke describes a Zuni card
game.
Nov. 25, 1881. The enlisted men
accompanying Bourke complain
that their sleep is broken by the odor
of boiling urine. Sheep are being
slaughtered to feed the Shalako
guests. Bourke visits the Priest of
the Sun. Navajo visitors complain to
Cushing and Bourke that Isleta Indians stole burros and then used
them to bring in bad whiskey to
Zuni, Bourke secures a keg of Isleta
brandy and warns the Isleta Indians
to stop bringing in liquor to Zuni.
He describes the visiting Navajo.
Nov 26, 1881. More pressure is
put on Cushing to marry a Zuni girl.
The Shalako ceremony starts in the
middle of the afternoon with the ap pearance of the Little God of Fire
(Shulawitsi). Bourke describes the
Shalako ceremonies that he sees un-

til he goes to bed at 3:00 a.m. the
next morning. Color drawings of
each of the kachinas that appear in
Shalako ceremony are made by
Bourke with some assistance from
Cushing. Bourke visits each of the
Shalako houses and sketches the
altars in each house. (Note: the
Shalako schedule and ceremonies
described by Bourke are very
similar to those seen in the 1970s).

Sha 'lak '0, a 9-foot high kachina, is
one of six such figures that appear
during the Sha'lak '0 ceremonies.
Each of the six kivas is represented
by one of these kachinas. Watercolor
drawing by John Gregory Bourke,
Nov. 26, 1881. Original at USMA
Library, West Point.

Shulawitsi the Little Fire God, a
kachina participating in the Shalako
Ceremony. Drawing by John
Gregory Bourke, Nov. 26, 18821. See
Diary 56:2813. Original watercolor
at USMA Library, West Point.
Shulawitsi carries a firebrand and is
a boy from the Badger Clan. His
body and mask are painted with
multicolored dots. He carries a
fawnskin bag containing seed to be
blessed in the house blessing
ceremony.
Nov. 27, 1881. Continuation of the
Shalako ceremonies. Bourke records
a big argument between Gov.
Patricio Pino and Mr. Bentley, the
Pres byterian school teacher.
Patricio had ordered Bentley and
Mrs. Stevenson away from the immediate area where the Shalako
were performing their final
ceremonies. Bourke watches the
dance . of the Mudheads. There is

more trouble with Isleta Indians
bringing in liquor. Bourke breaks a
keg of liquor with an axe.
Nov. 28, 1881. Bourke sketches
the animal decorations he sees on
the inside walls of estufas. Mudhead
clowns remain in the plaza area as
the Phallic Dance is performed.
Bourke sees the Dance of the Old
People. Mudheads playa form of the
"shell game" with women from the
pueblo. Bourke, with his enlisted
men in uniform and armed with
rifles, confront a Zuni man who has
been defying the Zuni governor. The
man, Ramon Luna, says that he is a
good Mormon and doesn't have to
obey any of the orders of the Zuni
governor. He is disarmed and
Bourke threatens him with arrest
and a jail sentence at Fort Wingate.
Nov. 29, 1881. Mr. Bentley, the
Presbyterian missionary, objects to
the treatment given Ramon Luna.
The Mudheads are out in the village
and many dances are held throughout the day. Col. Stevenson is
preparing to leave with his collection for the Smithsonian.
Nov. 30, 1881. Cushing and
Bourke climb Toyalani, the mesa to
the north of the pueblo. Bourke
makes sketches of the phallic shrine
of the Zuni men and the private
shrine of the women. They visit the
ruins on top of the mesa. There are
more dances at the pueblo. Navajo
guests dance for the entertainment
of their Zuni hosts. Bourke worries
about losing his valuable notes. He
decides to leave Zuni.
Dec. 1, 1881. Bourke says goodbye to Pedro Pino, Cushing, Patricio
Pino. He leaves and arrives at Fort
Wingate before dark.
Bourke on Zuni
There is no further indication in
the Diary that Bourke ever visited
Zuni Pueblo again after he left there
on Dec. 1, 1881. He arrives in
Omaha on Dec. 8 after touring the
Colorado Rocky Mountains, using
the newly completed narrow gauge
railroad lines. He visits General
Sheridan in Chicago and submits a
report on the ethnological studies he
made in 1881. His Diary and collected papers do not contain the
report, but a newspaper article in
the Omaha Herald contains what
may be his report." If so, it is an extremely short resume of the hundreds of thousands of words Bourke
wrote in his Diary on the subject.
The typesetter had so much trouble
with the Indian names that the entire articles must be labelled (sic),
e.g., some of the mistakes: Burk, 3rd
Calvary, San Ilfonso, Number for
Nambe, Poj aque, Zumi, Misshanguery, Lazuna, Aconia, Sanfelippe,
Zaufenia, Islita, Shi-lo-cus for
Shalako, Urene for Urine Dance,
Navojo.
So far as we know, the last article
Bourke wrote on Zuni appeared in
the Chicago Times, Feb. 27, 1882.
The article, "An Ancient Race ", appeared on the occasion when the
party of Zuni leaders passed
through Chicago, being escorted to
Washington by Cushing. 27 Bourke
describes Zuni Pueblo and the Zunis
and ends the article with a comment
about Cushing and an oblique mention of himself:
"The ethnology of North America
has been greatly neglected. This
branch of investigation contains
much that is fascinating, thrilling,
and important; yet, with the exception of such an enthusiast as Mr.
Cushing, or here and there an army
officer of studious habits and extended information, the subject has
escaped the attention of our
scholars. "

Bourke profusely illustrated his
Diary with small sketches and at
times made full page watercolor
drawings. His color drawings of the
kachinas he saw during the 1881
Shalako ceremony are among the
earliest known - black-and-white
reproductions of these sketches accompany this article.
Bourke's ethnological work continued throughout the 1880s, and he
became increasingly concerned with
the problems of the Apaches held in
prisons in Florida. President
Cleveland asked him to make a
special investigation of the conditions of the imprisoned Apaches.
In 1889 , Bourke was hoping for an
appointment in the Adjutant
General's department in Washington; he considered this appointment would give him an opportunity
to write up his ethnological researches. He was bitterly disappointed
when Arthur MacArthur, father of
Douglas MacArthur, received the
appointment. Bourke was under
orders in the early 1890s to work
with the Secretary of State - he was
used as an expert on Spanish and
Mexican affairs and was assigned to
the Columbian Exposition, Chicago,
In 1893 he was on duty in Texas,
quelling disorders along the Rio
Grande. Bourke was stationed at
Fort Ethan Allen, Vermont, in 1896,
but he was on sick leave most of the
time and died in Philadelphia that
year.
Bourke's Diary writings on the
Zuni reflect his powers of observations, his ability to record a wealth
of detail, and his propensity to be extremely candid - probably too candid for twentieth-century apologists. Perhaps this is the main
reason why the bulk of his writings
on Zuni remains unpublished.
Bourke's death at the relatively
early age of 50 prevented him from
writing and summarizing all the
wealth of material he collected. He is
credited with five books and over fifty articles and monographs." His
work earned him the presidency of
The American Folklore Society just
8 months before he died.
Even today, 111 years after he
started writing his Diary, it is still
being mined for information. L.L.

Saya:dasha, commonly called
Longhorn. Original watercolor by
John Gregory Bourke, Nov. 26, 1881,
see his Diary 56:2813. Saya:dasha is
the Rain Priest of the kiva of the
north. In his right hand are deer
scapulae. This kachina is responsible for directing and administering
all the preparatory activities for the
Shalako ceremony. Original at
USMA Library, West Point.

Salambia, warrior kachinas who
carry yucca whips. Only two of these
kachinas appear at a given
Shal'lak '0 ceremony. Each of the six
Zuni kivas has a Salamobia kachina,
identified by the color associated
with that kiva. Original watercolor
drawing by John Gregory Bourke,
Nov. 26, 1881, now at USMA
Library, West Point. The horizontal
stick, called yamune, across the top
of the kachina mask is a mistake.
This stick is worn only by the
Yamuhakto kachina. Bourke's
original sketch in his notebook
56:2766 is more accurate in detail
than the watercolor drawing
depicted in this photograph.
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TRAVELING EXHIBIT
OPENS IN LOS ALAMOS

Southwest from the pre-hispanic era
with emphasis on the late Spanish
Colonial period. The exhibit contains historic artifacts, photographs, maps and documents. This
exhibit consists of 10 panels and
three exhibit cases. It will remain at
the museum until July 15, 1982. The
museum is open daily from 10 to 4
and Sundays from 1 to 4. No admission is charged.
For more information call Hedy
Dunn at 662-6272 (or 662-4493). 0

The Los Alamos Historical
Museum announces a change in its
schedule for traveling exhibits. The
new exhibit, scheduled to arrive on
March 9th, is entitled, "Turquoise
and Tobacco." It will replace the exhibit on lithography formerly
scheduled for this date. "Turquoise
and Tobacco" is a bilingual exhibit
focusing on Spanish and Native
American trade systems in the
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